INTERIOR VAN STRAPS

Both Ratchet & Cam Assemblies are available with these fittings:

- **H-2SH-3**: 2" slat hook
- **H-2F-2**: 2" F-hook
- **H-2HDOR**: 2" HD O-ring
- **H-23PC-3**: 2" 3-pc. Fitting
- **H-2FE-1.5**: 2" 2-pc. F-fitting
- **H-2NH-1.5**: 2" Narrow Hook

Other Interior Van Accessories:

- **H-2DSF-6**: 2" Double stud fitting
- **B-WBES**: Wood beam end socket
- **H-RDR-5**: Recessed D-Ring
- **H-SDR-2**: 1" D-ring w/ Bolt on clip
- **S-2X6RTESSE3**: 2" Rope tie
- **H-2WDR-5**: 2" wire D-ring
BEAMS, BARS & TRACK

B-ST102 (Pictured)
Standard Aluminum Beam 91” - 102”

B-HD102
Heavy Duty Aluminum Beam 91” - 102”

B-JKBARH (Pictured)
Square Jack Style Bar with welded hoops 86” - 104”

B-JKBAR
Square Jack Style Bar (No Hoops) 86” - 104”

PT#B-SLL (Pictured)
Standard Steel Paddle Handle Load Lock with 2”x4” Footpads
Also available with 4”x4” Footpads (PT# B-SLL4X4) 90” - 105”

B-SLL4X4H
Standard Steel Paddle Handle Load Lock with welded hoops &
4”x4” Footpads 90” - 105”

F-BAR
Medium Duty Round F-bar 91” - 116”

H-2DSF-6
2” Double stud fitting

TRKE-V
Vertical E Track in Galvanized 10” Length
made in USA

TRKE-H
Horizontal E Track in Black 10” Length
made in USA
Safe 'N Secure USA specializes in custom strap assemblies. Please contact your sales representative for pricing and availability on the assembly that suits your requirements.

**A-2X27RWHK10**
2" x 27" Ratchet Assembly with Wire Hooks
Also available in 30' length (PT# A-2X30RWHK10)

**A-2X27RFH10**
2" x 27" Ratchet Assembly with Flat Hooks
Also available in 30' length (PT# A-2X30RFH10)

**2" Straps & Assemblies Also Available with:**
- H-2FSH-10: 2" flat snap hook
- H-2TSH-10: 2" twisted snap hook
- H-2DR-10: 2" D-ring
- C-CAZP-2: 2" chain anchor
- H-4WH-16.2: 4" waste hook
- H-2DR-5: 2" LD D-ring
- H-2FH-5: 2" narrow flat hook
- 2" sewn eye

**A-3X30RFH15**
3" x 30" Ratchet Assembly with Flat Hooks
Also available in 27" length (PT# A-3X27RFH15)

**A-4X30RWHK20**
4" x 30" Ratchet Assembly with Wire Hooks
Also available in 27" length (PT# A-4X27RWHK20)

**3" & 4" Straps & Assemblies Also Available with:**
- H-3WHK-16.2: 3" wire hook
- C-CAZP-16.2: 3" chain anchor
- C-GH-16.2: 3" D-ring
- C-CAPZ-4: 4" chain anchor
- H-4DR-20: 4" D-ring
- H-4FH-20: 4" flat hook keeper
- H-4WH-16.2: 4" waste hook
- 4" sewn eye

**S-4X30CE18**
4" x 30" Winch Strap with Chain Anchor
Also available in 27" length (PT# S-4X27CE18)

**S-4X30FH18**
4" x 30" Winch Strap with Flat Hook
Also available in 27" length (PT# S-4X27FH18)
Flatbed Accessories

**TRANSPORT CHAIN**
- **C-38X20T70** 3/8"x20' Transport Chain Grade 70
- **C-516X20T70** 5/16"x20' Transport Chain Grade 70
  - USA or Import

**Web Winder**
- **H-WWNDR**

**Heavy Duty Tarp Straps**
- **TSXX**
  - USA or Import
  - XX = Sizes 10", 15", 21", 31" & 41"

**Chain Lever Binder fits 5/16" & 3/8" Chain**
- **C-CB**
  - USA or Import

**Ratchet Load Binder fits 5/16" & 3/8" Chain**
- **C-RLB**

**Ratchet Chain Binder fits 5/16" & 3/8"**
- **C-RLBHD**

**Ratchet Assembly with Vinyl Coated S-hooks**
- **A-1X16RVSH-1.2**
  - Also available in 12' length (PT# A-1X12RVSH-1.2)

**Ratchet Assembly with Wire hooks & D-rings 3M#**
- **A-1X16R3**

**Ratchet Load Binder fits 5/16" & 3/8"**
- **C-KWIK**

**5/16"x15' Cam Buckle Assembly with Vinyl Coated S-hooks**
- **A-1X15CBVSH-1.2**
  - Also available in 10' length (PT# A-1X10CBVSHK1.2)

**Edge Protectors**
- **M-ORGFLAG**
  - Orange Flag - made in USA

**CLEVIS GRAB HOOKS**
- **C-CGH-516 5/16" grab hook**
- **C-CGH-6.6 3/8" grab hook**
4" Webbing Fittings

- H-4DR-20 4" D-ring
- H-4FH-20 4" flat hook
- H-4FKH-20 4" hook/keeper
- H-4R-20 4" ratchet
- H-4WH-16.2 4" waste hook
- C-CAZP-4 4" chain anchor

1" Webbing
Colors Available

1.5" Webbing
Colors Available

2" Webbing
Colors Available

3" and 4" Webbing
Colors Available

Diamond Weave™ US PATENT 8,136,555 MADE IN USA

S-4X30CE-BLDW
Blue Diamond Weave with Chain Anchor

S-4X30WHK-YLDW
Yellow (Gold) Diamond Weave with Wire Hook

S-4X30DR-YLDW
Yellow (Gold) Diamond Weave with D-Ring

S-4X30FH-BLDW
Blue Diamond Weave with Flat Hook